The influence of definitions on the prevalence of eating problems in an adolescent population.
The definitions of eating problems vary widely as they integrate cognitive, behavioural and physiological components to different degrees. The aim of this study was to show how much these differences affect the prevalence of eating problems in an adolescent population. All of the 9131 adolescents in a Norwegian county participated in a health study, 8042 (88.1%) of whom gave valid responses to a questionnaire covering various aspects of eating problems, and had their weight and height measured. The prevalence of eating problems ranged from 0.3 to 47.0% depending on the definitions used. The various definitions also gave different gender ratios, although the prevalences increased with age in females only. The various definitions of eating problems had a low degree of correlation and led to quite variable prevalences. All of them showed that the prevalence of eating problems was higher in females, but their prevalence in males was also considerable.